
9 Asshowninthediagram,circleCr andcircleCt toucheachotheratpoinlP(2,p)wherep<0. The

distance between the centre of the two circles is 6i units. The equation of circle C1 is

x1 +y2 +4x+6y-12=O

Find
(i) the coordinates ofthe centre and radius of circle Cr.
(ii) the value of p,
(iii) the equation ofcircle C2.

Ans: (i) (-2, -3), 5 units (ii)p = -6
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(iii) 9x2 +9y2 -6Ox + l26y + 516 = 0

l0 A (t,2), 8 (7, - 2 ) and C (13, 7) are points on the circle as shown.
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(i) Deduce a geometrical relationship between chords,48 and BC.
(ii) Hence or otherwise, state the centre ofthe circle.
(iii) Find the equation ofthe circle. ITKSS/20t l1P2l
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Ans: (i) m- xm.c = -t, perpendicular tiil f r,q*) (iii) (1-z)1
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II The diagram shows a circle passin B throuBh P(-7, 4), Q and R(6, -2 ). Lines PQ and QR have

,130
equations y= - x + : and y = -7x+ 40 resPectively.

l=-7x +40

(i) Find the equation ofrhe circle.
(ii) Determine if the point (4, 5) lies inside or outside

Ars: (i) (x - 2)t + (y- l)2 =25 (ii) inside the circte
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the circle. ITKSS/2012/?21

t2 The diagram shows a circle with centre, c which touches iher-axis and cuts they-axis at (0*:l) and
(0, 8).
(i) Find the equation ofthe circle.
(ii) Find the range ofvalues of a ifrhe poinr (a , 9) lies inside the circle.

Ans: (i) (r - a)2 + (y - s)2 = zs (ii) a< IBPCW20t2tPt)
13 The equation ofthe circle C1 is given by x2 + yz +4x-l8y+60=0.

(i) Find the centre and radius ofthe circle.
( ii) Show that the line y = 3x + I 5 px.r", through the centre of the circle.
(iii) The circle, C1 is reflected in they-axis. Find the equation ofthe reflected circle C2

(iu) Find the equation of a chord in circle C1, whose mid-point is (-4,6) lCCHl.i|ZOlZlp2l

Ans: (i) Centre=(-2,9),Radius=5units (iii) (x-2)2 +e-912=25 (iv) lyr2r=10
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